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World maps, celestial globes, jewels, seashells, precious stones, minerals and statues, along with engravings, 
drawings and paintings. 
This film invites us to revisit the fantastic story of the cabinet of curiosities, a place of learning and magic 
which emerged in the Renaissance, in the age of kings and princes enamored of Baroque collections.
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This forerunner of the museum has been enjoying a revival of late in exhibitions, magazines, and museums, 
and has even influenced contemporary artists. What is driving this worldwide enthusiasm?

From the secret theatrum mundi of the great princes of northern Italy, to the imperial munificence of the 
Hapsburgs, from the antechambers of the dukes of Bavaria to the palaces of the Electorate of Saxony, the 
astrologers and esoteric collectors of the court of Prague, the naturalists, apothecaries and early scientists, 
we will travel to the heart of a wonderful Europe and reveal a fascinating story.

First appearing in the Renaissance, the cabinet of curiosities attempted to show mankind’s place in the 
world. A prince’s capacity to rule was measured by the extent of his knowledge in the fields of science the 
arts, and these cabinets were where the creative genius of nature could be measured against the creative 
genius of man, these two forces being compared through art, which lies at the heart of this documentary.
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Starting with the Renaissance, this is a journey that takes us inside the great royal cabinets.

• In Urbino (Italy), where one could find the greatest artists and scholars of the age.
• In the court of the Hapsburgs (Austria and the Czech Republic), where emperors and princes had access to 
an inexhaustible supply of exotic objects from the New World.
• In Munich (Germany), where Albrecht V, a prince with a taste for all that was foreign, lent his patronage to 
the first exhibition curators working on classification of objects.
• In Dresden (Germany), at the heart of the “green vault”, a Baroque theater which presaged the layout of 
modern museums.

The film will be punctuated with contributions from reputed academics, collectors and historians, who 
describe the development of the princes’ cabinets in Europe, from their heyday to their gradual decline, and 
the unlikely resurrection of these collections today.

We will take up the principle of connections used in cabinets of curiosities. Certain objects reappear in a 
recurrent fashion, like the nautilus, which encompasses a spiral and volutes, and is at once an esthetic and 
mathematical object, one of both science and art. We also encounter the crocodile, automatons, chess sets, 
and world maps; objects specially chosen to illustrate and understand the duel between mankind and nature.


